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High performing para-professional with over 12 years of experience working with the 
City of looking to reenter the workforce to deliver superior and on-time customer-
focused services to the citizens.

EXPERIENCE

Assistant Paralegal III
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 2000

 Charged with coordinating and set court dockets for assigned judges.
 Assisted with drafting, researching, copying, and filing of legal notices

preparation, including the research of, all legal notices.
 Electronically logged and properly filed away all documents of records

including address changes, deeds.
 Addressed respondents to ensure they had proper documentation.
 Utilized various electronic databases to retrieve and provide 

customers with detailed information.
 Reviewed paperwork to ensure it was sufficient to release vehicles to 

respondents.
 Prepared corporate legal documents and applications for non-

immigrant and permanent residents.

Assistant Paralegal 
Delta Corporation - 2007 – 2009

 Duties included consulting clients, scheduling appointments, and 
revising legal documents.

 Organized patient files in Excel for specific medical cases the law firm
was representing Transcribed and/or drafted correspondence to 
clients.

 Drafted a range of nonimmigrant visa petitions.
 Researched requirements for obtaining nonimmigrant visas at the 

various U.S.
 consular posts abroad.
 Assisted the owner/paralegal with legal research Court filing, typing 

legal documents for family, criminal and civil law cases Assisted with 
the.

 Reviewed and analyzed various court documents including complaints
and interrogatories for crucial cases.

EDUCATION

 Associate in Applied Science in Digital Publishing and Storytelling and 
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Flash - (TCI College of Technology - New York, NY)

SKILLS

Strategy, Fact, Editing.
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